Moving Company

Moving is a lot more fun, and more meaningful, with Delancy Street Moving & Trucking, our readers’ favorite moving company in the Bay Area. Delancy Moving does between 20 and 30 local jobs per day. They provide free estimates, perform full-service personal and commercial moves, and even do intrastate moves. But these are not the only things that make them special.

Delancy Street Moving is one of the training schools at the Delancy Street Foundation, a residential facility that aims to help former felons, substance-abusers and others to turn their lives around. Delancey Moving manager Greg Harper says that the foundation, unlike Harvard, takes “the bottom 2 percent.”

Ten years ago Harper came to Delancy without a GED. Now he’s a manager and has his bachelor’s degree in urban studies from SFSU. “We turn their lives around, and give them a second chance,” Harper says.
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